Automatic assembly of elastic components is difficult because of the potential deformation of parts during the assembly process. Consequently, robots cannot adapt their manipulation to dynamic changes. Designing systems that learn assembly skills can help in alleviating the uncertain factor for industrialgrade assembly robots. This study proposes a skill acquisition method based on multi-modal information description to realize the assembly of systems with elastic components. This multi-modal information includes two-dimensional images, poses, forces/torques, and robot joint parameters. In this method, robots acquire searching, location determination, and pose adjustment skills using these multi-modal information parameters. As a result, robots can reach the assembly target by analyzing two-dimensional images with no position constraint. While acquiring pose adjustment skills, the reward function with depth and assembly steps is used to improve the learning efficiency. The deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm is applied for acquiring skills. Experiments using a KUKA iiwa robot demonstrated the effectiveness and conciseness of our method. Our results indicate that the robot acquired searching, location determination, and pose adjustment skills that allowed it to successfully complete elastic assembly.
I. INTRODUCTION A. MOTIVATION
Robots are used for more efficient production assembly. Research on automation of assembly systems has focused on intelligent, automatic, and flexible robots. During an actual assembly process, force measurement data are not available owing to elastic deformation between workpieces. Elastic deformation can be neglected when dealing with assembly of rigid parts. However, in the case of weakly rigid components, such deformation causes a series of uncertain changes, such as position, posture, and depth changes. There are methods based on force-control and compliance control that are already facing the problem of assembly of elastic The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Okyay Kaynak. components, to compensate for assembly uncertainties. The assembly state is difficult to measure, and reliable estimation of parametric coupling is extremely difficult. The randomness and nonlinearity are particularly obvious during the assembly process. The success of assembly is closely related to the coordination strategy, contact mechanism, and control strategy. Requirements are especially demanding for robotic manipulation.
Force and position information is usually needed for successfully addressing the robotic assembly problem. Traditional robotic assembly manipulation is realized using a force/position hybrid control and impedance control [1] - [6] . Most methods are suitable for the assembly of rigid parts. These methods require the ability to accurately measure the pose, and they also require a detailed knowledge of the system model. However, in a system with low-stiffness components and parts, deformations make measurements and modeling uncertain. Loris et al. have extensively studied the impedance control issue [1] - [3] . In [2] , a rigid robot base was considered, and the system learned to tune the robot controller for assembly of big elastic parts. In [3] , a model-free adaptive controller was proposed that takes into account a compliant robot base. Nowadays, acquisition of manipulation skills has become the mainstream method to solve this problem. Traditional methods mainly rely on vendor-specific robot programming languages [7] . In this method, classical programming is used to define position and orientation using the ''teaching pendant'' paradigm, enabling robots to complete assembly tasks. However, this method is usually tedious and timeconsuming. In particular, when a robot faces a new assembly environment, it requires a long time to tune its parameters, even after programming. Experienced staff are needed to program these tools. This method also increases the cost of automation, especially in complex flexibility assembly tasks of low-stiffness components.
Motivated by data-driven reasoning, learning of manipulation skills has become an important research area. Machine learning methods are applied for acquisition of manipulation skills by robots. Many academic and industrial leaders, such as Deep Mind [8] , [9] , Open AI [10] , [11] , University of California Berkeley [12] , [13] and Google Brain [14] , have strongly contributed to the development of methods for robotic learning of manipulation skills. However, robotic acquisition of manipulation skills in the context of assembly remains very challenging. In particular, it is critically important to delineate suitable assembly parameters to describe the assembly procedure.
B. RELATED WORK
Learning of assembly manipulation skills typically involves several machine-learning algorithms. Collection of assembly state data is very challenging. The data generation method determines the specific method toward robotic learning of skills. Two methods have been identified: 1) expert provision and 2) generation of interactions with environment.
By imitating the given expert data for learning manipulation skills, the complexity of the robot's searching strategy space can be reduced. An important method involves human demonstrations [19] , [20] . Existing human demonstration systems emphasize the extraction of information from human actions or operational objects. A human skill demonstration platform has been built, which used multiple cameras for object recognition and data gloves to capture human motion [17] . In [18] , Yang et al. proposed a new learning framework. Assembly skills were acquired based on human demonstration. The objects and the human motion during the demonstration were important for learning the assembly task. However, skill representation, trajectory alignment, and skill segmentation could not be addressed satisfactorily using such skill transfer modeling. In addition, the proposed method was tedious.
Assembly data can be generated through interactions using reinforcement learning. In the reinforcement learningbased robotic skill acquisition method, a robot interacts with its environment by trial and error, and learns the optimal manipulation skill strategy by maximizing the overall reward. Reinforcement learning has been previously applied to manipulation learning [21] - [24] . Recently, much research has focused on using deep reinforcement learning to make robots play building block games [25] , [26] and significant advances were made. In addition, significant amount of work has been done on robot grasbing [27] , [28] , door opening [29] , navigating [30] . Schulman et al. [31] proposed the trust region policy optimization algorithm, which has been successfully applied to the robotic learning of operation skills in virtual scenes. However, additional engineering is required in real-world applications of reinforcement learning, such as determining the representation for the policy or value function [32] . Inoue et al. used deep reinforcement learning for peg-hole-based high-precision assembly [33] in the deep Q-learning framework, which can handle discrete action spaces. A deep Q-learning network was used to model the learning process of assembly skills [15] . Hou et al. proposed the knowledge-driven deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm for robotic multiple peg-in-hole assembly tasks [34] . The present work deals with the peg-hole-based assembly of rigid parts. The searching and insertion phases are discontinuous. The agent observes the current state of the system, parameterized in terms of the force/moment/position and angle. In the present work, the robotic motion parameters were also monitored in the observation state. Although the data dimensionality is relatively high, it allows to better describe the current assembly state.
Unlike the above-described previous work, the current study has extended the treatment to the learning of complex manipulation policies from assembly without user-provided demonstrations. Location was estimated based on visual guidance. After contact, assembly was completed through pose adjustment. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we considered learning fastening assembly skills of a circuit breaker. Description of the assembly state increased the number of robotic motion-related parameters. Continuous control with deep reinforcement was used for successful robotic acquisition of assembly skills.
C. PAPER CONTRIBUTION
In this paper, a skill acquisition framework based on multimodal information description and deep reinforcement learning is proposed. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• In addition to the force and pose, the motion parameters of the manipulator are added to represent the assembly contact state, and these parameters include joint angles and torque during assembly.
• A learning framework with multi-modal information description is proposed for autonomous acquisition of assembly skills, and the framework includes estimation VOLUME 8, 2020 of object position during assembly and accounting for elastic deformations during assembly.
• In the proposed framework, robots acquire position searching and posture adjustment skills through visual guidance and multi-modal information learning based on the deterministic policy gradient algorithm.
• The proposed method was verified using a KUKA iiwa robot with seven degrees of freedom, on a plastic fastening assembly task, and the assembly task was successfully completed after learning.
D. PAPER STRUCTURE
This remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the assembly system and formulates the problem to be solved. Section III contains the description of the proposed method. Experiments were performed to validate the proposed method, and the experimental results are presented and discussed in Section IV. Finally, in Section V we summarize the results of the current work and discuss future directions.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW A. ASSEMBLY SYSTEM
The problem of the plastic fastening assembly is studied here. Two phases (non-contact and contact) and four states (initial, boundary, insertion, and settle-down) completely characterize the assembly process, as shown in Fig.1 . The assembly process is described in terms of the assembly object state, robotic motion state, and end effort state, which is defined as the assembly state. In the non-contact phase, the pose of the assembly target is estimated by visual guidance, so that the upper cover can move quickly to the base. When contacting the assembly base, the pose of the cover part is changed, for insertion based on force sensors. The contact state is important for assembly. Jasim and Plapper [35] used Gaussian mixture models based on expectation maximization to identify the contact resistance state with a spiral search path. A cylindrical shaft-hole assembly experiment was successfully applied to a KUKA robot to validate the algorithm effectiveness. Huang et al. [36] presented a visual compliance strategy to deal with the problem of fast peg-and-hole alignment with large position and attitude uncertainties. Wan et al. trained robots to perform object assembly tasks using multimodal three-dimensional (3D) vision [37] . In our previous work [38] , [39] , force/torque signals were used to represent the contact state. In the present paper, the position/posture, the force/torque of the end effector and the robot joint parameters were adopted to describe the contact state.
B. PROBLEM SETUP
In addition to their irregular shapes and small internal parts, plastic components' shells are likely to deform in the insertion assembly. When the assembled plastic shells interact, small changes in their relative positions create large contact forces. The assembly components might be damaged owing to the imprecise pose. Compared with the peg-hole task [33] , [34] , the object complexity increases the difficulty of robotic skills acquisition. Given the above, the main problem to be solved is to make robots acquire skills of object location determination and pose adjustment. As shown in Fig.2 , the overall problem is to determine an appropriate description and acquire skills using learning methods, to enable flexible robotic manipulation during different assembly stages. In general, object localization can be treated as the posture calculation problem in the complex assembly task in the non-contact phase. When the positions of the assembled parts change, the robot can still reach the assembled parts quickly. This process for vision-based robotic reaching usually relies on an RGB image acquired by a camera. The robot is given time for the preinsertion manipulation, or whether it immediately moves into a good position. The robot has the ability to adjust the posture to ensure the completion of insertion during assembly, notwithstanding elastic deformations. The goal of the pose adjustment skill acquisition is to find a mapping function f between the assembly state s and the robot actions a. It is difficult to describe the fastening assembly process using a physical model. Thus, we considered the mapping function as an unknown mathematical model (s = f (a)) which the system has to learn. This method entails solving some problems, such as determining suitable parameters for describing the assembly process, choosing the robot actions, evaluating the success of the assembly process, and training the network. In our method, robots acquire object localization skills based on the perspective-n-point in vision guiding and pose adjustment using deep reinforcement learning. As a result, industrial robots are able to handle unforeseen events in unstructured environments after learning manipulation skills.
III. METHODOLOGY
This section describes object searching and localization, as well as pose adjustment methods, in the context of skill acquisition in fastening assembly tasks. The robot learns skills based on the multi-modal parametric description (e.g., images for the visual modality, force for the tactile modality), and joint information representations. The proposed skill acquisition framework allows to alleviate uncertainty factors during the assembly process, including assembly object localization and elastic deformation during assembly.
A. OBJECT SEARCHING AND LOCALIZATION
During the non-contact phase of assembly, visual modality plays a crucial role. A robot can recognize and localize objects to be assembled and quickly reach the target quickly using vision-based guiding. We define the associated skill set as object searching and localization skill. The proposed method for acquiring this skill is shown in Fig.3 . The steps for acquiring the searching and localization skill are as follows:
1) The camera, the object of interest, and the robot are in the same Cartesian system of coordinates. camera parameters and rotation matrix are used for object localization [40] , [41] .
2) Thresholding and morphological closure operations are used for image preprocessing.
3) Feature extraction using the Canny and Houghtransform-based circle detectors is employed for detection of assembly objects [42] , [43] . 4) Pin-hole imaging is used for position estimation [44] . 5) Reach Planning on the robot.
B. POSE ADJUSTMENT SKILL LEARNING
After a robot successfully contacts objects for assembly, adjusting the robot's pose is critical for successful assembly.
To address the uncertain factors owing to the components' elastic deformation, a skill learning method based on deep reinforcement learning is proposed here. The key ingredients of the reinforcement learning setup include environment, observations (state space), action space and reward design, i.e. quadruple (s, a, r, s ). The state variable s represents the state of the system after action a. The system's environment can be seen as an assembly system, which consists of an actuator of a 7 degrees of freedom manipulator (a KUKA iiwa robot), and assembly components. Note that the environment may be stochastic. The description of the assembly state is the first step in perceiving the environment, especially in the contact phase. In this paper, we propose multi-modal parameters for describing the assembly state. The current state features space s including the angles (θ 1 , θ 2 · · · θ 7 ) and torque (τ 1 , τ 2 · · · τ 7 ) of seven joints, and the end-effector position and orientation (p x , p y , p z , α, β, γ ), the contact force/torque
The axis of the robot base coordinate system are x, y and z. The state s t is described by a 26-dimensional vector
The 7-dimensional continuous action vector a t is defined as
where is the joint angle offset. The algorithm starts with a random exploration of actions. The overall reward is defined as the sum of discounted future rewards
where the discounting factor λ ∈ [0, 1], r is the current reward assigned to the action, k is the step number. The reward depends on the actions chosen. In the proposed method, one reward is computed at the end of an episode. The learning framework is shown in Fig.4 .
1) REWARD FUNCTION
In fastening assembly, the condition for successful assembly is defined relative to the displacement and force along the z axis, as shown in Eq. (4) .
where f z is the Z -axis force, f min and f max is threshold value of force. l is assembly depth along the z-axis, z 0 is distance from the target at initial position, z the current displacement along the z axis. For successful assembly, the positive reward r is defined as:
where step max is the maximal number of steps in each episode, and step ∈ (0, step max ). From Eq.5, we can see that the learning target, which is objective of learning, is to successfully perform the task using a minimal number of steps. If the assembly tasks cannot be finished, the negative reward is defined as:
where ρ is the balance coefficient and ρ > 0, p z 0 is the position along the z axis when the assembly is successful, i.e. the insertion depth. p z is the current position along the z axis. The reward takes on values within the range −1 ≤ r ≤ 1.
No task can be finished in zero steps, in addition r max < 1.
If the cover is stuck at the entry of the base bottom, then r min = −1. A suitable reward function is often non-obvious and may require considerable effort and experimentation.
2) NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The goal is to maximize the cumulative reward as defined by Eq. (3) . The variant reinforcement learning in the actor-critic framework (Fig.5and Fig.6 ) was used, which is based on the deep deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) algorithm [8] . It can realize robot continuous action space tasks. It can realize robot continuous action space tasks. The algorithm features a critic network and an actor network, both of which include a target-net and an eval-net. The actor network maps states to the deterministic actions. The actor networks is updated with the parameter θ µ :
This was proved in [45] . The critic networks with parameters θ Q are learned by the Temporary Difference (TD) algorithm to approximate the action-value function, which is defined as:
It describes the expected return after taking an action a t . The critic network is optimized by minimizing the loss function:
where the target network
is computed using by Bellman equation [46] and µ(s t+1 ) is the policy acquired from the actor network in the state s t+1 . Balancing the exploration and exploitation strategies is the main challenge associated with application of the DDPG algorithm to continuous action spaces. A hybrid exploration strategy was implemented here to explore better actions efficiently and steadily during the different stages of the learning process. In the early stage, the Ornstein Uhlenbeck (OU) process is used for to action noise generation, as shown in [47] . After the agent learns a stable assembly policy, Gaussian noise is applied to the parametric space [48] :
where µ(s t |θ µ ) is the policy generated from the actor network, µ (s t ) and θ µ is the perturbed policy and parameters. The pseudo-code for the algorithm is provided in Algorithm1. 
3) NETWORK TRAINING
To achieve fast convergence and stable learning, sufficient amount of data is necessary. The experience buffer {s t , a t , r t , s t+1 } is stored in a finite-size memory buffer. which is modeled as a first-in-first-out structure. When the experience buffer fills up, the oldest samples are discarded,
which ensures data quality improvement over time. The actor and critic networks are trained by sampling data in minibatches from the buffer. The training chart is shown in Fig.7 . A copy of the critic target-net Q (s, a | θ Q ) is created. The parameters are updated by soft strategy as follows 
Update critic by minimizing Loss:
Update actor policy using gradient:
In general, τ = 0.001. The training steps are as follows:
• Actor chooses a t for the robot, and network returns r t , s t+1 .
• State (s t , a t , r t , s t+1 ) is stored in the relay buffer.
• Eval network is trained by sampling from the relay buffer.
• Eval Q-network gradient is calculated.
• Eval Q-network is updated and parameters are optimized using the Adam optimizer.
• Eval policy network gradient is calculated.
• Eval policy network is updated and parameters are optimized using the Adam optimizer..
• Update the target network using soft strategy.
C. ACQUISITION OF ASSEMBLY SKILLS
The framework for the assembly skill acquisition is shown in Fig.8 . In real-world experiments, a significant challenge is to ensure safe exploration. Assembly system calibration is performed at the initial stage, including joint torque, minimal/maximal terminal force, and camera parameter calibration. The maximal commanded velocity and strict position allowed per joint are set. The range of the end-effector is also defined. The ranges of the torque parameters for each joint are also set to ensure safety during the contact process. The contact position P is calculated by applying forward kinematics to the joint angles measured by the robot encoders.
In the assembly process, the position is not precise. To ensure robustness against position errors [33] , the rounded values p x and p y represent position data p x and p y using the grid shown in Fig.9 . The contour center {x, y} can be defined at {−c, c} instead of {0, 0}, where c is the margin of the positional error. When the cover reaches the base, the critical state is estimated. The force threshold F th and the displacement threshold p th values along the z-axis F zc and p zc , are measured in experiments, considered by |F zc | > F th and |p zc | < p th . This provides the transition condition from the non-contact to the contact state. After confirming contact, the contact state parameters are obtained. The next step amount to learning the pose adjustment skill. The maximal assembly times N is set to avoid getting caught in a cycle.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Experiments were performed using fastening assembly of a circuit breaker (HYB1-63) as an experimental system, to valid the proposed method. The object to be assembled was a circuit breaker, which is characterized by a compact structure, small size, and many parts, and a complex shape. In addition, different models are possible. The circuit breaker housing was made from the ABS plastics. Stresses in three directions provided an estimation of the stiffness of the proposed parts, as shown in Fig.10 . The safety factor was 2.
The experimental system consisted of iiwa7 R800, vision sensor with HIKVISION, a server, an air pump and a workbench, as shown in Fig.11 . The vision sensor captureed the assembly object information. A vacuum suction tool with four small iron props was used to pick up the upper cover. Fig.12 shows the architecture of the experimental platform. The camera, the robot and the server communicated via the TCP/IP, and read files from a socket. The system was programmed in C++, Python and Java, using VS, Tensorflow and Sunrise. Sunrise.FRI was used with Java to program the iiwa robot. Our assembly algorithm was implemented and trained on devices equipped with NVIDIA GTX1070 graphics cards and NVIDIA K80 GDDR5 384Bit 10Gbps GPUs. Before the algorithm validation, calibration and security constraints were set. 
1) CAMERA CALIBRATION
The camera interior parameter M using the Zhang's calibration algorithm [40] and the coordinate transformation matrix R using target calibration method [41] , we obtain In all of the experiments, the maximal torque allowed per joint was set to protect the assembly components. The sevenaxis joint torque affected the force and torque of the end effector through different weights. Constraints were applied for the fastening assembly of low-voltage appliances. Experiments were performed to determine the threshold values for different orientations. The parameter on the z axis is also be set. The assembly cover and base are just damaged for the limit value, and assembly is not successful under this condition. During the assembly execution, the reference force is approximately 3N along the z axis, and approximately 2N of x and y axes. From Fig.13 , the torque τ 2 makes a big difference for the z and x axis. In addition, τ 4 also affects the x axis. The torques τ 1 and τ 3 mainly affect the y-axis. The range of the joint torque was set to (−10, 10) for τ 1 , τ 3 , τ 5 , τ 6 and it was τ 2 ∈ (−10, 25) and τ 4 ∈ (−7, 5). The force plots of assembly produce were shown in Fig.14 . The x axis data is the amount of force information collected during assembly.
B. SEARCHING AND LOCALIZATION
The position and recognition of the target base are highlighted in red. It takes less than one second for target localization using the vision algorithm. In addition, the robustness of our method was evaluated for different positions and for cluttered scenes. Fig.15 show that for different positions, the base can still be recognized and localized. Fig.16 shows that our method works correctly on cluttered scenes. The two plastic parts in a cluttered scene are similar to the base. To evaluate the recognition and localization accuracy, experiments were conducted three times, for three different positions. The experiments were conducted under the condition of constant illumination.
C. POSE ADJUSTMENT
The networks were trained to learn assembly skills. The maximum size is set to 20000 in the replay buffer D. The hidden nodes of the networks were fully connected layers with (300,200). The activation functions ware modeled by Relu units, in both the critic and actor networks. All assembly scenarios, as episodes M , were set to 1200. The maximal adjustment time for each assembly procedure was step max = 20. The size of one mini-batch was 32 (critic-net) and 64 (actornet), to select random experiences from D.
1) HYPER-PARAMETERS
The model hyper-parameters, such as the learning rate and discount factor, affect the assembly performance.
We conducted experiments for different learning rates η(0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001) for the critic network, while the values were tenfold smaller for the actor network (γ = 0.9 and Adam optimizer) and the results are shown in Fig.17 . The learning rate was η = 0.0001 and the Adam optimizer was used. Three experiments were performed, for three different discount factors γ (0.99, 0.9, 0.7). As shown in Fig.18 , the results for the discount factor γ = 0.9 were better than for other factors. Compared with the SGD optimizer, the Adam and RMS optimizers achieved better training. From the loss function in the Fig.19 , the Adam and RMS optimizers performed better than the SGD optimizer. The Adam optimizer is more robust. The Adam optimizer was more robust. The iterations were adjustment times in all assembly scenarios. 
2) MODEL TRAINING RESULTS
After localization using visual guidance was complete, the training process started. The loss function dynamics during learning is shown in Fig.20 . As shown by the green line in Fig.17 , the reward begins to converge from 230 episodes (less than 100 min). It takes 535 min to learn the necessary skills, which is equivalent to 1200 episodes. As the number of the training steps increases, the reward finally stabilizes in the (0.98, 1) interval, and the step approximates to 1. The average reward is 0.95 and the average step is 1. A training video is provided in the training process.
3) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To test the generalization capability of the proposed method, the positions of the objects to be assembled were changed. The same architecture was used to train the network. The experiments were performed for three different base positions, and the results are shown in Fig.21 . For each position, the assembly process was rerun 1000 times. The results of these experiments ( Table. 1) show that the success rate exceeded 90%.
D. COMPARISON RESULTS

1) STATE REPRESENTATION AND ITS EFFECTS
State representation richness strongly affects the robot performance. Our results ( Table. 2) show that the state representation captured the force/torque, position and robot joint parameters better than the other representations. These experiments indicate that while the contact force/ torque can effectively capture the assembly state, explicitly adding more state features improves performance. The training time was reduced by more than 700 min. After adding the joint parameters, the success rate increased significantly. The reward and step were smooth for the 26-dimensional DDPG framework, as shown in Fig.22 . 
2) DIFFERENT FRAMES
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for skill acquisition, we compared the proposed method with knowledge-based methods [38] , [39] and with the deep Q-learning network framework [15] . The robot could acquire pose adjustment skills in the frameworks of DQN and DDPG, with little prior knowledge. Table2 shows that the success rate improved by 10% compared with previously suggested methods [15] . Knowledge base significantly affected the success rate. When knowledge was not sufficient, the success rate was under 40%.
The full assembly process is shown in Fig.23 , including vision guiding, pose adjustment, and successful assembly. It takes 3-5 seconds to perform the assembly. The initial state assumed that the camera was not occluded. A video was provided in the assembly process.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a method for acquiring manipulation skills during assembly using deep reinforcement learning. The ability to acquire skills could be considered an improved behavior of the industrial robots. The DDPG algorithm was used to realize the continuous space. We analyzed the assembly environment, assembly state space, continuous action space, and reward system. The proposed method to acquire skills is very time efficient and allows the collection of many more samples in comparison with the human-demonstrationbased method.
Real-world experiments were performed in the fastening assembly process of a circuit breaker to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method. The results of these experiments show that robots can complete the fastening assembly tasks by imitating human learning. Further studies are necessary to optimize the training time and increase the success rate. We envision two directions for further studies. First, the return function is well-designed according to the specific assembly task. On the other hand, it is considered that prior knowledge should be embedded in the robot learning process, similar to what is believed to occur for humans. More studies must be conducted to explore the structures of the deep network in the algorithm that are more suitable for complex assemblies. The proposed method using deep reinforcement can improve robot intelligence. 
